A WORLD CLASS SCHOOL OF
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
IN PARIS

9 MASTER’S PROGRAMS
23 CONCENTRATIONS
10 INTERNATIONAL DUAL DEGREES

One of the most prestigious schools
in Europe, Sciences Po offers
tomorrow’s global leaders innovative
and career-oriented master’s
programs in international affairs.
Sciences Po has cultivated the minds of
leading diplomats, government officials,
and key international stakeholders
around the world for over a century.
Consolidating this tradition of excellence,
the Paris School of International Affairs provides graduate
students with groundbreaking insight into global affairs.
A bilingual professional school (English-French)
Attracting the best and brightest students worldwide,
PSIA has an international student population of 70%.
With 65% of courses taught in English, students may
take a full course of study in English, and
become multilingual while in Paris.
At the forefront of global affairs
The PSIA curriculum combines conceptual foundations
and current research, with the approach of professional
practice. In addition to Sciences Po’s outstanding faculty,
50% of the teaching staff are
internationally-renowned practitioners.
With the support of academic advisors, graduates
complete the two-year program, which includes a full
semester internship, and are thus well-positioned to
pursue high-profile careers, joining the vast network of
Sciences Po alumni across continents.
PSIA’s career office works extensively with students to
find the right merger of intellectual capital, individual
objectives, and professional achievement.

“PSIA excels at bridging the gap between
theory and practice. In my experience, this
is ideal for future leaders who aim to thrive
as innovative and responsible actors of a
challenging global world.”
ENRICO LETTA, DEAN OF PSIA, FORMER PRIME MINISTER OF ITALY.

Study to know,
know to understand,
understand to act
Customize your professional profile
PSIA offers master’s programs in the most preeminent fields
of international affairs. Students graduate with a master’s
degree in their primary field and select two concentrations,
charting their own career path.
Eight master’s programs:
International Security | International Public Management |
International Economic Policy | Environmental Policy |
International Development | Human Rights and Humanitarian Action |
International Energy | Journalism and International Affairs
Twenty-three concentration programs:
Regional | Africa | China and East Asia | Europe | Latin America |
Middle East | North America | Russia | South and Central Asia
Thematic | Agriculture | Defense and Security Economics |
Diplomacy | Emerging Economies | Environment | Global Economic
Policy | Global Health | Global Risks | Human Rights | Intelligence |
International Energy | Methods | Migrations | Project Management |
Research Track in Political Science
A one-year Master in Advanced Global Studies is also offered
to mature professionals in all the fields of PSIA.

Making global connections
1500 students representing over 100 countries.
A bilingual school of international affairs, with 65% of courses
taught in English, an intensive French program, and instruction
in over 15 foreign languages.
France’s longstanding tradition in area studies and global affairs.
10 dual degree programs with prestigious international
universities: Bocconi University, Columbia University SIPA,
Freie Universität, Georgetown Law, King’s College London,
London School of Economics, MGIMO University, Peking
University, Universität St. Gallen, Stockholm School of Economics
and semester exchanges.
Interaction with world leaders and scholars through PSIA’s
extensive series of public events and master thesis opportunities.
Sciences Po’s immense global network with key international
leaders, governments, NGOs and corporations.

www.changerdair.fr

“I could not have asked for a more wide-ranging and
enriching educational experience than the one provided
by the Paris School of International Affairs. The Master’s
programme manages to be challenging and fun, academic
and practical, career-oriented and intellectually stimulating,
all at the same time. For two years I have been in the heart
of Paris, surrounded by an eclectic and international student
body, learning from the best and generally having the time of
my life. I would recommend PSIA to anyone who asks.”
Edwin, PSIA’13, Master in International Development (Cum Laude)
Concentrations in Emerging Economies and Middle East

“Seen through the prism of my students these past
two years, widely diverse both geographically and
socioeconomically, PSIA is making a distinctive mark as a
cutting-edge crucible of global citizenship.”
Alvaro de Soto, PSIA Distinguished Professor of Practice, renowned
international mediator, and former UN Under-Secretary-General
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